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Abstract

This study examined the e�ects of frontal lobe lesions on the control of movements during motor learning. We compared the

performance of patients with unilateral frontal or temporal excisions and controls in two-dimensional aiming movements during
adaptation to a transformed visuomotor mapping. Subjects tried to reach a ®xed target on a graphics tablet using indirect visual
control from a monitor in either: (1) the standard visuomotor mapping, (2) a full inversion of motor space preserving the axis of
movement, or (3) a mirror-like inversion of one axis of motor space. In the standard mapping, all groups showed precise and

rapid aiming movements. In the full inversion condition, frontal lobe patients showed a stronger tendency than others to initiate
movements in the natural direction (capture errors) during adaptation. In the mirror-like inversion, frontal patients showed
de®cits in both movement initiation and movement corrections. These control de®cits disappeared with practice. These data

provide evidence for a critical role of frontal cortex in the attentional control of unpracticed movements in man. # 1999
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The execution of simple visually guided movements

is little a�ected by lesions to premotor or prefrontal

cortex [16,17,47,55]. This contrasts with the signi®cant

e�ects of parietal lesions which often a�ect the pre-

cision of pointing, reaching and manipulation move-

ments [3,15,26,42] This lack of e�ect of frontal lesions

is also surprizing in light of the increased activity in

these structures before and during simple visually

guided movements as evidenced from single-cell

recordings in monkeys [29,37] and functional imaging

of regional activation in man [8,43,49].

>Frontal lesions can a�ect movement programming

and selection in special conditions. For example, fron-

tal lesions a�ect the programming and execution of

sequential movements in monkeys and man

[5,12,25,31,33±35,39,57]. Frontal lesions can also a�ect

movements which require inhibiting prepotent auto-

matic movements such as antisaccades [22] or

spatially-inverted choice responses [11]. In monkeys,

premotor lesions can impair indirect reaching move-

ments around a transparent obstacle which involves

inhibiting direct reaching movements [36]. Finally,

frontal lesions produce de®cits in the selection of

movements associated with arbitrary cues, which can

be interpreted as a de®cit in movement selection in

novel stimulus-response mappings [11,23,24,44,45].

A common characteristic of movements a�ected by

frontal lesions is that their context or sensorimotor

mapping is unfamiliar and that they thus require a

more important contribution from voluntary control.

Frontal cortex has long been implicated in the more

voluntary or attentional aspects of actions as

opposed to the more automatic or well-learned

aspects [17,40,53]. However, few studies have tested
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this dissociation directly in visually-guided move-
ments by comparing the performance of unpracticed

and practiced movements. In novel unpracticed situ-

ations, performance depends a great deal on atten-
tional control, while after acquisition attentional

control is much less necessary as well-learned pro-
grams take over control of many portions of move-

ments [28,46,51,56].

One reason that frontal lesions produce so few pro-

blems in visually guided movements may be that most
of these movements are well practiced. This study

examined whether frontal lesions a�ect unpracticed

movements during motor learning in man. Some evi-
dence points to a role of frontal cortex in unpracticed

movements. For example, cerebral activation in man
appears to increase in frontal areas during the acqui-

sition of motor skills [14,19±21,32,41,50,52]. If frontal

cortex activity is necessary for the attentional control
of movements, frontal lesions should impair unprac-

ticed movements in a motor learning situation.

Unpracticed movements can be observed during ad-

aptation to new sensorimotor mappings and some stu-
dies have examined sensorimotor adaptation after

frontal cortical damage. Movements during prism ad-
aptation have shown mixed results, some showing no

e�ects of frontal lesions [58]; others showing some ad-

aptation de®cits after frontal lesions but few initial
performance problems [6]. Depending on the pro-

cedure used, prism adaptation may involve adaptation
of several motor modalities including eye, head and or

arm movements at di�erent moments in the task and
may therefore be too complex to directly address the

question of attentional motor control problems.

Some studies have examined mirror-reversed move-

ments. Some case studies have shown adaptation pro-
blems after frontal lesions and some have not [1,4,10].

We recently examined mirror tracing performance in

patients with frontal excisions [7]. In this situation,
frontal lobe patients were slower than temporal lobe

patients as expected but also showed more frequent os-
cillatory movements, suggesting an impaired visuo-

motor control. However, mirror tracing provides a

very coarse measure of sensorimotor control.

The present study was designed to provide a more
direct test of the e�ect of human frontal damage on

inverted movements. We compared the performance of

patients with unilateral frontal lobe lesions to that of
patients with temporal lobe lesions on simple visually

guided aiming movements during adaptation to a
transformed visuomotor mapping. If frontal lesions

a�ect attentional motor control, patients with frontal

lesions should show problems in inverted movements
during adaptation but not after learning when the

newly formed programs can take over control of the
performance.

2. Method

2.1. Subjects

Eleven patients with unilateral frontal lobe excisions
(7 right, 4 left) were compared to 11 patients with uni-
lateral anterior temporal lobe excisions (7 right, 4 left)
and to 11 control subjects with no history of neuro-
logical injury. The three groups were matched for age
[M = 41 years] and education level [M = 12 years].
Six frontal resections and 10 temporal resections were
performed to alleviate a drug-resistant epilepsy. Six
subjects underwent frontal or temporal tumor resec-
tions, including two meningioma, one glioblastoma,
and two astrocytoma in frontal lobes and one tem-
poral meningioma. All patients were tested at least one
year following surgery. Informed consent to participate
in the study was obtained according to the rules of the
hospital.

The frontal lesions are shown in Fig. 1 and were de-
rived from the surgeon's drawings in eight cases and
from MRI images in three cases. All frontal patients
showed some damage to dorsal prefrontal cortex, three
showed ventral prefrontal damage, eight patients
showed lateral premotor cortex damage, nine patients
also showed anterior cingulate damage; and ®ve
showed medial premotor damage. In temporal exci-
sions, the anterior portion of the lobe (5±6 cm) was
removed including the hippocampus but preserving
Heschl's gyri. All epilepsy patients showed a marked
reduction in seizure frequency after surgery (two fron-
tal patients and ®ve temporal patients were seizure-
free). Ten frontal patients as well as seven temporal
patients were on anticonvulsant medication. Two
patients had received radiation as adjuvant treatment
(5000 rads in 6 weeks).

None of the patients exhibited gross sensory or
motor impairments in a standard neurological examin-
ation. Neuropsychological evaluations revealed no def-
icit in language comprehension or production nor in
episodic memory. Also, none of the patients showed
problems in rapid tapping, discrimination of line orien-
tation, nor any gross visuospatial de®cit including
neglect (line bisection and letter search), ideomotor
apraxia (symbolic gestures and simulation of object
use), and optic ataxia (reaching objects of di�erent
widths and orientations). Frontal lobe patients were
however signi®cantly poorer than temporal lobe
patients in verbal ¯uency (animals: P = 0.02; letter:
P = 0.10), a timed attentional search task (P = 0.01),
the Stroop task (P < 0.05), Luria's graphic series
(P = 0.04) and sequential hand gestures (P = 0.02).

2.2. Materials and stimuli

Movements were performed on a graphics tablet
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